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Greetings 
Earthling. What you 

have before you is a Top 
Secret Document produced 

by the greatest minds in the 
universe over many, many 

years of grueling 
work…



What are you talking 
about? We wrote this over 

the weekend.



Anyway, if you’re reading this then you are probably interested in 
creating your own original alien character.

Whether you want to use your alien in animation, 
comics, illustration or a poster for the back of 
your bedroom door this short manual will take 
you through the basics of imagining, designing 
and finishing a character using the same steps 
that professional human artists use. But first, 
here are a few things to keep in mind as you go 

through this manual:



Be Ready To 
Draw - A Lot.
Be Ready To 
Draw - A Lot.

That’s because you’ll mess up a lot, and 
that’s not a bad thing. Being creative is like 

being a scientist. Even though you have a 
goal in mind it is often through trial and 
error that you find the best solutions for 

your experiment or project.



Creation Is A Process, and it 
Often has A Lot Of Steps.

It is very rare for an artist or designer to 
get the exact result she wants with just one 

try. Most are always going through a 
process of inspiration, working, then 

reworking  an idea to get what she really 
wants in an art piece.



You Improve with A Lot 
of Practice.

There are only two ways in the universe to become a good artist. One is 
to journey approximately 203 million light years from Earth to the 

awfully hostile environment of a planet called Pip. Once there seek out 
a being known as Elroy12 – which is pretty hard because he’s invisible 

except for 10 seconds every 473 Earth years. Once you find him, you 
must answer a trivia question about his favorite movie – “Breakin’ 2: 
Electric Booga loo”. It is then that he’ll grant your wish to become a 

good artist. But beware. If you answer incorrectly he turns you into an 
underwear drawer. 

The other way to become a good artist is to practice – a lot.



Have A Lot 
Of Fun.

You 
may have noticed 

that we used the phrase 
“a lot” a lot. And you’re probably 
thinking that creativity takes a lot 
of work. Yes, it does. But if it is the 

kind of work you enjoy then it 
means you’ll be having fun… 

a lot of fun.



Step #1

Discovering Your 
Inner Alien



Starting out 
may mean jumping right 

in with pencil and paper, but 
instead of drawing try asking 

yourself some questions about the 
alien you want to design. Go ahead 

and brainstorm ideas for each of the 
questions on the next page, then come 
back and narrow it down to the most 
interesting ones. Finally, pick one or 

maybe two answers for each question. 
This will help you define who your 

alien is on the inside which will 
help you in making decisions 

about what it will look 
like on the 

outside.



Does your alien have an important purpose 
in life  and what is that purpose?

What is your alien’s personality? my 
purpose in Life 

is To make the galaxy 
a better place through 
the power of my charm 

and mind-blowing 
good looks!

Hot-headed?

 a jokester?

 always suspicious? believes it is superior to all other creatures in the galaxy?war-like?even-tempered?

to get its older sister to be nicer? 

 to be a space pod racer?

to conquer its fear 
of caterpillars?

 to eat all of the time?

to learn about the Giant 
Midgets of Jupiter?

to change the color of a 

Black hole to Ladybug Red?

to get a good 

grade?

 to conquer the neighbor’s dog who 
keeps peeing on its skateboard?

 to be like its 

grandfather?

 to stay out 

of trouble?

 to find the 

perfect mate?

To conquer the 

known universe?



Where is your alien from and what is its home world like?

very hot environment?

 very cold one?

Heavy gravity?

 no gravity?

 covered in water?

 everyone lives under ground?

there is no ground – only clouds to live on?

 the ground is like chewed bubblegum?

days only last 7 minutes and 
13 seconds?

 no day time?
 no night time?

covered in gas that smells like 
sweaty socks left in a can of tuna?

 everyone lives in treetops that 
look like afros from the 1970s?



What are your 
alien’s powers?

 it is a spaceship mechanic?

 it can play any musical instrument with 
its nose hairs?

 it can tell jokes to rocks and the rocks laugh?

it can hold its breath in outer space long enough 
to float from one planet to another?

 it can sing so that the stars stop shining?

 it can eat hot lava then burp out gold?

 it can read minds?

 it can crawl super-fast?
it can fly?



What are your alien’s weaknesses?

it is not very 
smart?  

it is too skinny?   it can’t hula hoop?

It can fly but only for 12 seconds then 
crashes back to the ground?

it is a plant creature who is allergic to pollen? 

it appears to be a robot but is 
actually an organic creature inside?

it is lactose intolerant?

it lives on a very, very cold 
planet but hates layering?

it can only see in the dark?

 it is afraid of kneecaps?

 it has never-ending hiccups?

 it can only say one word a day?it is too short?

They’ve 
sent their cyborg 

cows because They Know 
my one weakness...



What is the main thing that makes your character appealing?
This means what makes audiences or readers like it so much. You might not be able to figure this out 

before you actually design the character, but you can think of some general ideas to aim for.

Again, this one can be different things to different 
people who experience your character, but it might 

help you in your design if you have an idea of how you 
would like it to be appealing.

Talk about appeal. I had 
to be the cutest baby in 

the universe.

it has a good heart?

it is wonderfully 
creepy?

It is cute?

 it is funny?
it has a cool design?

it rescues people?

it has an amazing vehicle? it is just like me?



Does your character have a particular profession or persona?

Soldier?

 galactic leader?

bounty-hunter?

butterfly-hunter? Queen?

starship captain?

angry old man?

car salesman?

children’s television 
personality?

rock musician?

sweet 
grandma? 

Pirate?

trash
collector?

    mirror-tester?   

ninja?



The Search for 
Intelligent Life

Step #2



Now it is time to 
think about Using research 

and reference to design your 
alien. Your goal is to create an 

original alien character, so direct 
copying is a big No-No. But, by looking 
at the work of other artists you can 

find ways to design your 
character better and be 

more appealing.



Study Your Favorite Characters

First look at the cartoons, duel games, toys, video 
games, movies, etc that you really like. What makes the 

characters so appealing? Try to look deeper at the real 
reason they work so well. Is there something about 

their shape or details that make them funny or heroic? 
Is there something unusual that the artist did in their 
design that makes them so interesting? Do they remind 

you of someone you know?

The best 
character in the 

universe!



Study Other people’s Favorite Characters

After you’ve looked carefully at your own favorite characters ask other people what their 
favorites are. Analyze why these have appeal. They might be the same reasons that you 

found that make your favorites 
so interesting, or they could be 

completely different.

Next is your chance to 
become really original...

Are you 
kidding me? That guy is 
cosmically lame! This is 

The best character in 
the universe!



Get Inspired by nature

Look at plants, animals, birds, fish, dinosaurs, insects 
arachnids, bacteria, viruses, particles – anything created in 

nature for inspiration. Look at how they move, grow, eat, sense 
the world around them, communicate. There are billions of 

creatures and creations in nature that can inspire the design 
of your alien character. Look at what’s growing outside or 
crawling under you bed. Open a book on the rainforest or 

watch a show about the coral reef. This is probably the 
shortest section in the guide but could be the best suggestion 

for giving you ideas for an original alien.

Personally, 
I think amoebas are 

the most inspirational  
creatures on 

earth!



Get Inspired by Technology

Look at man-made objects for inspiration. Manufactured 
things are often symmetrical and geometric. These things 
can inspire more robotic types of aliens, but with a little 

imagination they can also get you thinking about far 
crazier ideas for your character.                      



Get Inspired by People

Look at people. It could be family members or friends. Stare at someone long enough and you’ll 
notice something funny or interesting about them. If staring gets you in trouble then look at 

pictures. You can also watch strangers walk down the street or kids go down the hall at school 
or people on the news. You could get inspired by their hair style or by the way they walk or by the 

size of their ears.                    



When looking at other references for design ideas you can be like a crazy chemist – just 
mixing a little part of this with a little part of that to see what comes out. By combining the 

tentacles of a cuttlefish with the Old cap of your Uncle Bubba, then the snout of pig and that 
lava lamp your parents still own, you just might come up with your perfect alien.



Step #3

Let’s see what 
comes out



Now it’s time to start 
really putting your design down on the page. 

Take everything you’ve discovered, figured out, put 
together and imagined that your alien is like and 

start using basic design ideas to create it 
visually.



Basic Shapes To start off with work with basic shapes. Certain shapes 
communicate specific ideas about your character.

Squares and rectangles in a 
character help to create the idea of 
strength both in good characters 

and evil ones.

Triangles arranged upside down can be used 
to create a wider upper body and slimmer waist. 
This goes along with the idea of fitness or health 

in a human-like body.

Circles and ovals are 
often used for characters 

that are cute and non-
threatening.



Warp ‘em!
Now that you have the basics you can really 

begin to play. Stretch, warp, morph and combine 
these shapes to create unique forms for your 

alien character.

 If you’ve ever looked into the sky and 
saw pictures formed by clouds then you 

have a good idea of how playing with 
unusual shapes can help you 

discover new ideas for how an alien 
can look. 



Caricature

This is taking the most recognizable features of a character and exaggerating them. Good features 
for exaggeration can be things like a pointy nose, bushy eyebrows, thin lips, large ears, long neck, 

hunched back, round belly, bowed legs, huge feet, etc. The same idea applies to animals, plants, 
insects, reptiles, etc. You can use caricature to invent some great features for your alien. 



Clothing
If your alien wears clothing then go back 

to your first steps and consider their 
environment. If they come from a world of 
harsh weather, how would this affect their 
type of clothing? A fun part of inventing 

clothing for aliens is to take things that are 
worn by humans and make just enough 

changes that make them seem both familiar 
and unusual at the same time.



Alien DooDads

Antennae, tentacles, Fins, flippers, tails, horns, spouts, wings, scales. Just about 
anything that you can imagine can grow out of the surface of your alien character. 

These type of things help viewers to know that your character really is an alien.  



extras Along with your character, you can have fun creating 
things that are important in  your character’s story.  

 Vehicles – How does your alien get 
around? Do they have a spaceship, a 

cart pulled by giant worms, a rover, 
a rocket powered pogo stick?

Props – Does your alien have a favorite 
stuffed toy, neat gadget, impressive 

weapon, stylish back pack?



Now that you have completed 
The UG3 Top Secret Guide To Creating Alien Lifeforms 

you must vow to never use this knowledge for Evil… only for Good.
And, if you would like to show off one of your amazing new alien drawings, comic strips or animations then just go to our website at 

WWW.UltraG3.com
 and contact us. There’s a good chance we will share your creation online. Have Fun!


